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BCA-102-B

DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND LOGIC DESIGN

Time : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. Q. No. 1

is compulsory. All questions carry equal

marks.

1. (a) Convert Decimal 27.315 to binary. 3×5=15

(b) Define 'Parity Bit' in error detecting codes.

7. (a) Define level of gates. What are multilevel

gate network ? Realize the function : 9

f = B(A + CD) + AC

as multilevel NAND-NAND gate network.

9

(b) Diffrentiate Positive logic, Negative logic

and Mixed logic. 6

Unit IV

8. (a) Explain the working of a full subtractor.

Draw and explain its logic symbol, symbol

using two-half subractors, truth table of

full subtractor. 10

(b) What is a Demultiplexer ? Write its

uses. 5

9. (a) What is a Digital Comparator ? Explain

working with block diagram of a n-bit

comparator. 6

(b) Explain design and working of a BCD-to-

Seven-segment decoder. 9
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(c) Prove Boolean theorem x xy x   using

truth table.

(d) Write names of universal gates. Why these

are important ?

(e) Define combinational circuit with block

diagram.

Unit I

2. (a) Write full form of ASCII. Explain ASCII

character representation. 8

(b) Compare fixed point and floating point

representation of numbers. 7

3. (a) What is Hamming Code ? How can it  be

used for error detecting and correcting ?

9

(b) Determine the number of bits required to

represent in floating point notation the

exponent for decimal numbers in the range

of 8610 . 6

Unit II

4. (a) Using Boolean Algebra, verify : 6

(A+B) (B+C) (C+A) = AB + BC + CA

(b) What is 'Minterm' ? How is it obtained ?

What is property of this ? Obtain canonical

sum of product form of the function

Y(A, B) = A + B). 9

5. (a) Minimize the given function using K-map

and convert the minimized function into

POS form f (A, B, C, D) =  (1, 3, 5, 7,

9, 10, 12, 13). 5

(b) Determine the don't care condition in the

following Boolean expression BE + BDE ,

which is a simplified version of the

expression A BE + BCDE + B CD E +

ABDE  + BCDE . 10

Unit III

6. (a) Define a logic gate. Draw logical symbol

and truth table for basic gates; AND, OR,

NOT gates. Draw circuit diagram for

realization of OR gate using diodes. 7

(b) What are universal gates ? What is their

use ? Relize NOT, AND and OR gates

using NAND gate. 8
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